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Dynamic approach, activity, perseverance and commitment to goals are
the characteristics of WELDONE partners.
Even the crisis time caused by the COVID-19 pandemic failed to stop the partnership
from developing quality and sustainable solutions

WELDONE Online-Meetings
Online meetings of WELDONE partners have attracted significant attention on social
media.
On Facebook page, the 10 online meetings were seen by a total of 4222 visitors or an
average of 422 per meeting. Depending on the agenda of the meeting, the number of
visitors per meeting ranged from 72 to 729.
On the LinkedIn page, which is more recent, the number of followers is 59 and the
impressions received are 144.

WELDONE Online-Meeting 09.03.2021
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During the meeting, the partners were informed of the completion of the Peer review
stage that the partners conducted within the IO3 - How to get WELDONE. The report
was presented by Mr. Zoltan Kelemen (MATRAI).
Ms. Raquel Almeida (ISQ) explained the expected results of seven evaluation methods
that are to be developed within IO4 - WELDONE Assessment methods.
The next steps on IO3 and IO4, as well as the steps related to Interim report #2 were
agreed upon.
The last point was the start of work on IO5 - Pedagogical guideline for EWF Training
System.
The initial brainstorming session involving all partners was led by Ms. Susana
Nogueira (EWF).
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The meeting started with a brief analysis of activities and tasks for the following period for intellectual outputs
1, 2 and 3 presented by output leaders.
The central item on the agenda was IO4 - WELDONE Assessment methods led by Ms. Edita
Margeta (IOS). All partners presented, with a specific example, one of the 7 allocated evaluation methods
they will develop within the IO4.
The methods were presented as follows:
1. Paper / Online Quizzes (#STRUKA)
2. Product-Oriented Projects (ASR)
3. Process-Oriented Projects (MATRAI)
4. Interviews (IOS)
5. Writing (EWF)
6. Art (IEKEP)
7. Ditch the Numbers (ISQ)

After the presentations, the partners established next steps regarding the development of IO4.
The final part of the meeting was devoted to project dissemination activities, specifically the tasks of the
partners in the semi-annual dissemination report and the design of Newsletter # 4.

WELDONE Online-Meeting 11.05.2021
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A common start to any WELDONE monthly meeting is analysis of conducted activities and tasks that await.
So, today the short reports were presented by Ms. Rita Bola - IO1; Ms. Raquel Almeida - IO2 and Mr.
Zoltan Kelemen - IO3.
The main topic of the meeting was the discussion of IO4 - WELDONE Assessment methods. Ms. Edita
Margeta explained the tasks ahead of us and proposed a template that will serve as a basic guide in
development of this intellectual output.
Ms. Rita Bola

(EWF) presented the upcoming tasks and deadlines related to the dissemination report

which is being prepared.
Mr. Danut Savu

(ASR) conveyed his impressions from the recently held international conference

WELDING 2021. Two papers from our project attracted significant audience attention. The paper presented
by Ms. Susana Nogueira entitled Competence Matrix in professional development of welding teachers /
trainers caught special interest and will be presented, after an expert review, in the ASR journal “Sudura” or
in the “Studia Universitatis Babeș-Bolyai - Engineering” journal.

The last item on the agenda referred to the planned trainings, C2 in June / July (Greece) and C3 in
September 2021 (Croatia). It was stated that a final agreement will be made in June, because for now these
trainings are impossible due to the travel ban (until 31 December 2021) for EWF and ISQ staff, regardless of
the possibilities mentioned at the EU level.

International Conference WELDING 2021
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The ASR International Conference "WELDING 2021", an IIW associated event, was organized in Resita,
Romania to mark 250 years of industrial activity.
The conference featured 39 papers by authors from 17 countries on 3 continents.
174 people participated in the conference.

The WELDONE project was presented with two papers at the conference.
1. S. Nogueira (Portugal), E. Margeta, Z. Habek (Croatia) - Competence Matrix in professional development
of welding teachers / trainers, presented by Ms. Susana Nogueira.

2. I. D. Savu (Romania), S. Nogueira (Portugal), M. Szügyi (Croatia) - Guideline for the training of trainers in
welding, presented by Mr. Danut Savu.

You can access the conference program at the following link

Project Results
We are proud to be able to share with readers the news that we have completed work on two project
outputs:
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The partners completed activities on both project results.
During the month of May, the results are expected to be published on the project
website www.weldone-project.eu and on social media pages.
What awaits us in the upcoming period?
Intensive work on IO4, IO5 and IO1.
Thinking about how to implement C2 and C3 training activities.
Paving the path towards the completion of project implementation and creating
preconditions for sustainability of its results.

This newsletter is sent to all people who have subscribed to the WELDONE mailing list.
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